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sujet: “ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT a : ant JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 7 (Z \ NOVEMBER 22, 1963 | AFD DALLAS, TEXAS BC , - ee Acer a 

called the Bureau at 6:35 a.m., May 7, » to advise that he knows who killed President Kennedy. He stated that the killing was done by the "Geonizzi Mob" of Chicago, Illinois, and that Frank Sinatra is connected with this gang. 

   
    

          

  

Ee 7 stated he was also a member of the gang but _ he is now running from them because they are going to kill him, | * He is presently staying with a brother, whom he would not name, in Ee #, but plans to leave today for Las Vegas, Nevada, to . collect a gambling debt of $48,000 from Sinatra. He stated Sinatra is a communist. (2222 said he will stay at the Sheraton Hotel in Las Vegas, 
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NO ig rambled on in his conversation, making such 7 t claims as having once been a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) .- “3 [jagent and knowing that it was a gang of Cubans and not Oswald who -killed President Kennedy. -.His conversation was disconnected i ‘and at times not understandable, 

    

Bureau indices negative regarding | 

  

ACTION: 
. 

This matter is being reviewed to determine whether or not | should be interviewed, : 
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